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Dear Colleagues and Friends:
In scanning the horizon at the Wingspread Conference in 1996, Bob Long, a
Kellogg Foundation Program Director, predicted a “gathering of
movements” in the near future propelling positive youth development and
service-learning, community revitalization, and voluntary action for the
common good. While not yet a sea change, insights from the field suggest
that a momentous cultural shift is underway.
There is growing emphasis on “giving young people their rightful place at
the table” and concurrently, on helping to equip young people and adults for
the new roles they will play in relation to each other. Some of these new roles
and the implications they hold for youth, adults, and the organizations in
which they participate are explored in the pages of this report.
This work is rigorous and challenging, but the rewards are many for all
involved. By working together, learning from the past, and listening to the
messages from the young people, philanthropy can help establish new
approaches to weaving together youth, civic, and community development.
I am sure that you will be as energized as I am by the progress reported here. 
Sincerely,




Developing youth, building strong communities, and engaging citizens of all ages in
voluntary action for the common good rank among the nation’s most critical
challenges. Organizations – large and small, established and emerging – are
responding. Most fall in one of three categories: 
• Youth development organizations – working to raise educational achievement, to
increase developmental assets in young people, and to support youth as resources
for communities.
• Civic development organizations – encouraging citizens to volunteer for service and
to find solutions for public problems. 
• Community development organizations – creating more affordable housing, better
jobs, and sound economic investments.
Each group acknowledges the complex nature of community problems, and all work
toward the overarching goal of strengthening children, youth, families, and
neighborhoods. Yet each operates within a distinctive culture, with unique values,
objectives, and incentive systems.
Community development tends to be pragmatic and businesslike, to think “problem,
project, plan, and production.” But youth and civic development tend to think “issue,
challenge, process, and change.”i
While these differences are recognized, what is at stake – youth and communities –
lends urgency to the search for stronger connections. There is growing support for
efforts to develop ways to weave the work of youth, civic, and community
development together, and a growing conviction that comprehensive change calls for
comprehensive strategies.  
This report presents evidence that weaving the work of youth development, civic
development, and community development makes sense for three important reasons:
First, young people, who make up 26 percent of the population, possess vision,
creativity, and energy that is largely untapped. They have much to contribute to
organizations and communities.
Second, young people, when called to action, contribute to their own
development, as well as to the development of the common good.
And third, constructive action and involvement are always and everywhere the best
defense against school failure, drug and alcohol abuse, teen pregnancy, crime, and
violence – pathologies society cannot afford to remediate, even if it knew how to do so. 
A glance back over the 1990s reveals national concern for youth “at-risk” for substance
abuse, crime, violence, and school dropouts. Youth development thought leaders such
as Karen Pittman, of the International Youth Foundation; Michelle Cahill, now of the
Carnegie Foundation; and Peter Benson, of the Search Institute, were instrumental in
changing the national lens from this deficit-based perspective to one that focuses
attention on developing assets in youth.
“We live in a time
when things are
unraveling. And if you
know anything about
weaving, you know
that things that are
unraveling cannot be
patched. Our task in
this period of
unraveling is not to
patch the old patterns,
but to build the loom
upon which the new
patterns are woven.”
Sister Mary Claire
Sisters of the Love of God
Retold by Susanne Morse, Pew
Partnership for Civic Change at
the 1996 Wingspread Weaving
Conference
Youth in Community — Youth in Citizenship . . .















4Karen Pittman, who coined the phrase, “Problem free isn’t fully prepared,” now
calls for this expansion:  “Problem free isn’t fully prepared. And fully prepared
isn’t fully engaged.”  
By weaving together the principles of youth, civic, and community development,
organizations can provide the opportunities to engage young people as resources in
efforts to improve the quality of life in communities.
Sparking a National Conversation
Since the early 1990s, program trends in a variety of organizations have increasingly
blended the work of youth development with community building and civic calls to
service and action. Today, a strong emphasis is placed on building developmental
assets in youth and on engaging youth as resources in the community. In schools, the
service-learning movement is offering students at all levels opportunities to learn by
serving the community, and educators are seeing credible results from the interplay of
civic values, experiential learning, and guided reflection. Schools, community
organizations, congregations, and local governments are encouraging young people to
be responsible citizens – willing and able to build on what is positive in their
communities – and willing to try to fix what is not. 
In 1996, the W.K. Kellogg Foundation launched the “Weaving Project” in collaboration
with the Kauffman, Johnson, Surdna, Lilly, and International Youth foundations. The
goal was to spark a national conversation to examine whether programs and
organizations operating within the youth development, civic development, and
community development movements were powerful enough to meet the challenges
youth and communities face today.ii The overriding concern was that “plowing in
parallel but separate furrows” missed vital connections and, perhaps, synergy across
fields.
The effort sought to improve understanding of the benefits of, and strategies for,
integrating the principles of best practice in youth, civic, and community
development. The basic premise is that intentionally weaving together these
principles will result in improved practice across the three disciplines. 
Meetings conducted during the first two years of the project sought to learn about the
current level of integration across the disciplines. Leaders in youth, community, and
civic development joined foundation representatives at two Wingspread Conferences
held at the Johnson Foundation’s Center in Racine, Wisconsin. Participants analyzed
stories from groundbreaking projects, identified principles linking the fields, shared
the best-practice principles in their disciplines, discussed the extent to which
integration across the disciplines was taking place, and explored the potential for
increasing integration. 
Subsequent events sponsored by leading organizations, such as the International
Youth Foundation and the Ford Foundation, advanced this national conversation.
Through conferences and thoughtful writing, they helped inform the field with
concept papers, case studies, and examples of guiding beliefs and principles of good
practice. As understanding has improved, foundations across the country have begun























5Evaluating Impacts of the Early Dialogue
To find out how, if at all, the Weaving Project participants’ thinking and action had
shifted with regard to the convergence of youth, civic, and community development,
the Kellogg Foundation initiated a “retrospective” conversation with participants. In
the spring of 1999, Kate Gill Kressley, of Marian College, and Susan Poulsen, former
Johnson Foundation program officer, conducted individual interviews with these
individuals. 
All participants reported that their thinking had either shifted or intensified. There
was now greater consensus about the merits of weaving youth development with
community and civic life. Many described more interest in, and urgency about, the
civic dimension, given the perceived continuing disengagement of ordinary
Americans from the polls, public debate, and political action.
Respondents said it was no longer sufficient to concentrate on youth development.
Cindy Ballard of the Coalition of Community Partners for Youth affirmed:
“...You can’t do youth development without civic and community development,
because young people can’t get the competencies they need to be contributing
members of the community without including them in civic and community life. They
need these experiences to get fully grown.”
Moreover, several respondents said that the intersection of the fields was still out of
focus, and that distinctions between “what is community development and what is
civic development” continued to be blurred. These conversations reiterated the
difficulty of working at the intersection of youth, civic, and community development
and pointed out the difficulty of balancing the dimensions of any of the two (youth
and community, youth and civic, civic and community).
Extending the Conversation
To extend these vital conversations, Kate Gill Kressley and Susan Poulsen contacted
more than 25 additional organizations during the summer of 1999. 
The goal for these conversations was to learn more about the state of youth
development work in the context of civic development, primarily, and community
development, to a lesser extent. In short, it was the beginning of a “treasure hunt” for
success stories and insights into what is working and why – and how successful work
could be encouraged and enriched.
The list of organizations contacted in this phase of the study emerged from several
sources. Many were nominated by participants in the 1996 Wingspread Conferences.
Others were suggested during earlier conversations with those nominees. Based on
advice from the Conference participants, who know the various fields, selections were
made in favor of programs that were youth-led or youth-driven, and with special
interest in organizations that engaged youth marginalized by poverty, race, gender,
and education. The sample includes programs across the United States. Some are























The 30-minute to one-hour phone interviews were supplemented with a review of
program materials and, in a few cases, site visits. The interviewers asked the following
questions about what seemed to be working to encourage “weaving”:  
• What elements make the program creative and promising?
• Is there early evidence that suggests that “something is working”?
• In what ways – and to what audiences – are programs telling the stories of their
work?
• How are they learning from others?
• And, importantly, what actions could funders take to weave youth into the fabric of
community and citizenship?
The respondents, generous with their time, knowledge, and contacts, confirmed the
assumptions of this inquiry. First, that there are lessons worth learning that can be
taught best by people who “are doing the weaving.” Second, that language
ambiguities, for now, are inevitable. The “theoretical” language of youth or
community or civic development are not consistently articulated across programs 
or used at all. 
New Roles for Young People . . . And Adults
“If you believe that young people are leaders of the future, you’re
procrastinating.”
Joy Des Marais, age 23
Director, Youth Strategic Initiatives
“Today, in the 1990s, if you had a problem in the black community, and you
brought together a group of white people to discuss how to solve it, almost
nobody would take that panel seriously. In fact, there’d probably be a
public outcry. It would be the same thing for women’s issues.... Can you
imagine a bunch of men sitting on the Mayor’s Advisory Council for
Women? But every day, in local arenas all the way to the White House,
adults sit around and decide what problems youth have and what youth
need, without ever consulting us.”
Jason Warwin, age 17
Member, Youth Force 
The Weaving Project asserts that young people are ready, able, and willing to do more.
They are resources not just for the future, but also in the present. The project found
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A list of the organizations interviewed can be found in Appendix I; a matrix
summarizing each organization and key data about the programs can be accessed

























that exciting and promising work is going on that is creating new roles for youth and
changing roles for adults, organizations, and communities.
Young people (primarily those in the 15-29 age range for purposes of this study) are
experiencing transformed roles. They are becoming civic activists, journalists, creators
of art and culture, philanthropists, organizers, technology pathfinders, teachers, and
trainers. 
With new roles come new expectations and the need by both young people and the
adults with whom they are partnering to develop new skills and attitudes. To reap the
benefits of partnerships that truly engage youth, adults in community and civic
organizations must change deeply embedded beliefs and practices that have governed
relationships between adults and youth in the past. Adults, especially community
leaders, typically do not know how to work with young people. They are more
inclined to do things “to youth” rather than “with youth.”
Young people want adults to unlearn what they think they know about youth, leave
their assumptions at the door, and understand and develop trust in youth. But adults,
even those who are highly motivated and willing, cannot unlearn what they think
they know about youth or learn new and more appropriate ways of partnering with
youth simply by being told they should do so.
Just as young people need patient and careful training, development, and practice to
change their behaviors and attitudes, adults need opportunities for such training and
practice. They need opportunities to exchange experiences with other adults and to
receive honest feedback from young people. Only through such opportunities will the
“players” be prepared to operate successfully in the new relationships they are
building together.
To be successful in creating genuine partnerships, adult leaders and youthful leaders
must explore ways to share power and control. Adults must make good faith efforts to
accommodate youth behavior and accept how youth express their culture in music,
dress, and language. Youth must learn, among many things, that persistence and
patience are necessary.
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“Many mainstream organizations, like schools, congregations, civic
clubs, and even youth-serving agencies are comfortable with youth as learners
and volunteers, but not as activists, advocates, and change makers. Part of the
necessary cultural shift is understanding youth not merely as “clay to be




.Youth as Civic Activists and Community Organizers
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The Need to Link Service-Learning and Civic Responsibility
Campus Compact, according to Executive Director Elizabeth Hollander, has seen
significant changes over the past two decades in its work with thousands of
students on college and university campuses. The early 1990s produced concerns
that students were apathetic about community and civic issues and focused
solely on education as the ticket for a high-paying job. This prompted colleges
and universities to develop more opportunities for student volunteerism, which
rapidly evolved to join the service-learning movement.
Today, academic debate centers not on if, but how, service-learning can be
brought to scale with even greater benefits for students, faculty, and
communities. In less than a decade, service-learning, which applies experiential
learning and structured reflection to the practical needs for service within
organizations and communities, has made definite inroads. Moreover, service-
learning is a growing force within K-12 schools, where it is used to boost student
achievement within educational reform initiatives. Still not universally
supported or systematically implemented, service-learning has moved far beyond
the “worthy experiment” stage.
Yet, at the same time that service and service-learning opportunities for young
people are burgeoning, evidence shows that young people continue to be
alienated from politics and public policy. Research by the Do Something
Community Connections Campaign, underwritten by the Pew Charitable Trusts,
found that today’s young adults (15 to 29 years old) show little interest in
politics or political issues. Of the 1,000 youth sampled, over 37 percent have
volunteered in the past year (over 70 percent in the past three years), but only 3
percent with organizations that focused on politics, elections, or political issues.
The Campus Assessment of Civic Responsibility, a Campus Compact work in
progress drafted by the Presidents’ Leadership Colloquium Declaration of the
Civic Responsibility of Higher Education, concludes:
“Even though more students are volunteering and participating in public and
community service, this service is not leading students to embrace the active
duties of citizenship and civic participation. University of California Los Angeles
American Council on Education Study 1999; National Association of Secretaries of
State, 1998 
While the core mission of Campus Compact is to help students develop the
values and skills of citizenship through involvement in public service, the
vehicles of volunteerism and service-learning may have inadvertently
contributed to a disturbing trend in this country: substituting personal charity
for public policy. Therefore, concurrent with the work of service-learning comes
























































































































































































































































necessary to make a difference in real
issues. The organization is celebrating the
success of a hard-won campaign to lower
the costs of public transportation for low-
income students who use city buses to
attend public schools. 
• Youth Action is committed to building
a social change movement in which
young people play an important role in
creating solutions to the problems
affecting them and their communities.
Based in Albuquerque, New Mexico,
Youth Action is a national intermediary
that builds capacity in community-based
organizations in socially or economically
oppressed communities and in
communities of color. It offers Strategy
Sessions for Youth Organizers and
Breakdown Seminars – fun, interactive weekend training events – for young people,
bringing clusters of programs together in the Southeast and Southwest. In a cross-
regional gathering held in Denver, Colorado, in August 1999, urban and rural high-
school-age organizers convened to tell the stories of their own campaigns: ending age
discrimination in public shopping malls, achieving affordable bus passes, preserving
land sacred to native people, and improving the quality of life in colonias, communities
along the U.S./Mexico border.
Youth as Journalists
The electronic communications explosion is offering unprecedented opportunities as a
medium for young people and the work they are undertaking. 
In the interviews, leaders spoke of the importance of helping young people to “find
their voice” and to learn how to use the electronic tools of the Internet and the media
to experience their own empowerment. Youth Press, sponsored by New Paradigm
Partners in Wisconsin, is just one example of publications “by young people, for
young people.” Many “alternative” publications exist in communities around the
country, some with specialized authors/readers, such as youth in foster care, youth in
Los Angeles, rural youth, etc. New Paradigm Partners founding director, Chuck
Ericksen, noted:
“..[Youth Press] has evolved into an important youth empowerment initiative. It
helps develop a citizenship ethic by helping youth use media as instruments for
organizing, community building, and change. Youth Press challenges traditional
models and practices of the communications establishment – the ingrained belief
that gathering and dissemination of news and information “of record” should be
performed only by those who are university-trained journalists, and who believe
in and buy into the myth of objective journalism. In contrast, Youth Press asserts a
more inclusive approach toward communications. It shows that anyone who can
observe, report, describe, and analyze events and issues that are occurring around
them can become a reporter and/or historian of his/her own reality.”
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“There is an underground communication
revolution going on that people in their teens and
their twenties understand and older people don’t.
They use Web sites and electronic ‘zines,’ and chat
rooms, and CD ROMs with a real impatience with
waiting for information done up in the old ways. I
think we (the older generation) should surrender the
lead to them (the younger generation), because we
can’t have the imagination to figure out how this
communication will yield best results. But they do.
And we should help as allies who can contribute,





















Crossing the Digital Divide
At the intersection of youth journalism and technology, it is not surprising to find that
young people with “early and often” access to computers and the Internet – and to
ongoing training in how to use them appropriately – have an immeasurable
advantage over those whose homes, schools, community centers, and local nonprofits
lack such “luxuries.” The interviews underscored the present reality of technology
“haves vs. have nots” and the difficulties in crossing the digital divide.
Leslie Crutchfield, co-founder of Who Cares magazine, is now lending her expertise
with civic journalism and young people to a Morino Institute pilot enterprise in four
low-income Washington, D.C. neighborhoods. The Institute, part think-tank, part
operational foundation, was created by Mario Morino, a retired software
entrepreneur/venture capitalist who has increasing concern for youth who have little
or no access to computer technology. Crutchfield asserts that Morino is attempting
much more than “technology as time-filler:”  
“The trick is not just getting kids wired. Kids at a terminal will use computers
much as they use the 114 stations available to them on cable. ...The approach is to
integrate computers into what kids are already learning or want to learn. ...It’s
about teaching them about a new medium, and in the process, helping them do
research about their world, their community, and their experiences in the here and
now. ...And young people can only rise to the skill level of (now) not-well-skilled
youth workers. Hence, the serious investment of training and equipment for the
workers who run the youth programs.”
Youth as Creators of Culture, Art, and Enterprise
“Young people form community at the intersection of place – the geography of
community – and interests, like music, the spoken word (poetry and rap), and
visual expression and micro-enterprises. They make their own connections, 
create informal alliances and function as ‘communities’ that may provide an 
entry point for youth to become civic actors... to learn about issues and do more 
in public domains. ... We need to learn how – and when – to encourage these




Young people overflow with creative juices. Music, rhyming, poetry, film, drama,
visual expression – even graffiti – capture the culture and spirit of youth.  Young
people also are eager to create their own products and services. The interviews found
that when this creative energy is harnessed for social change and economic
opportunity, the result is youth called to action:
• Buggin’ Out Productions is a financially fragile, entrepreneurial design house in
New York City operated by young artists in association with Youth Force. Some of
the products created, including high-energy street theater, concentrate on taking
11
back public parks and rehabilitation for those engaging in substance abuse and
unsafe sex practices.
• Activism, 2000 reported that kid-created “video-letters”, such as Educate, Don’t
Incarcerate, vividly communicate youth concerns to policy makers and legislators. 
• The Quitman County Development Corporation in Marks, Mississippi, asked
citizens to imagine ways to stem the tide of persistent poverty. One result was the
Youth Credit Union, a financial enterprise run for and by youth as a way to grow
social capital, to learn about finance, and to accumulate savings. Now several years
old, the Youth Credit Union is providing loans to fledgling stores and businesses
started by young people.
Youth as Philanthropists
Philanthropy, just as democracy, must be taught to and learned by every generation.
Fully engaging young people in philanthropy goes beyond involving them in cookie
sales and walk-a-thons to giving them real practice in strategic resource development
and grantmaking. Jerry Kitzi of the E. M. Kauffman Foundation reports that an idea
sparked by the Wingspread Conferences has led to support of youth as grantmakers
in his organization:
“We have about 20 – 25 youth that are doing the work of engaged grantmakers.
They are marketing their funds to schools and community organizations for use as
seed capital for service projects. The youth have adopted a flexible process, with
opportunities to submit proposals every month. The grant limit is $10,000.
However, most are small grants. It does take a lot of staff time to coordinate grant
review meetings, board development activities, coordinate site visits, special
events, etc. I believe they are excellent grantmakers; have a vision for what they
want to accomplish; are not bound by political agendas and are really fun to work
with. I especially like doing the board development work with them.” 
The W.K. Kellogg Foundation has supported the development of an extensive youth
philanthropy program. It was built through a partnership with the Council of
Michigan Foundations, in a project to increase the assets and number of community
foundations in the state, while engaging youth as leaders in the philanthropic
experience. The resulting Michigan Community Foundations’ Youth Project has
established 90 youth philanthropies over the past ten years and serves as a model for
such efforts both in the United States and internationally.
An example of a successful replication is found in the Teen Trust, sponsored by the
Community Foundation of Waterloo and Northeast Iowa, which launched a
countywide program to bring teens from rural, suburban, and urban high schools
together in united action – a significant community achievement. These high-school-
age grantmakers visit schools to make students aware that resources are available to
fund community projects. By creating a “Sweepstakes Award” angle – delivering
oversized grant checks to delighted new grantees – the young philanthropists
captured the attention of local media. Based on the benefits to youth and to the
broader community, the Community Foundation has raised a dedicated endowment




















Youth as Teachers and Trainers
Teaching is integral to leadership. Many of those interviewed pointed out the multiple
effects of engaging young people as teachers and trainers, not only of other young
people but also of adults. For example: 
• National Youth Leadership Council (NYLC) Strategic Youth Initiative in
Minnesota provides a forum for young participants to provide adults and youth
with valuable training in the dynamics of adult-youth interactions.
• New Paradigm Partners supports Technology Learning Consultants (TLC), in
which students hone their technical expertise and computer skills and become
consultants to teachers, students, and other community members in rural Wisconsin
communities.
• Community Farm Alliance in Lexington, Kentucky, engages teens to teach water
quality monitoring and demonstrate environmentally sound farm practices on a
youth-run farm.
• Public Allies, young adults in Milwaukee, teach other young people how to map
community resources, identify neighborhood needs, and engage a broad
constituency in creating solutions for pressing problems.
Several programs contacted were not only youth-driven, but youth-run, exuding an
electric “can-do” spirit.  Mining the potency of “near-peer” leadership, organizations
such as Do Something, Who Cares, Youth Force, Youth Action, Public Allies, and
Racine Earth Service Corps are headed, governed, and/or staffed by leaders in their
twenties to early thirties. 
In speaking of the innovative, creative culture of Do Something and its young
workforce, Community Connections Campaign manager Jennifer Wolfe said,
“Because of who we are, we can provide strong programs for institutions that are
working to connect with youth and, at the same time, maintain a sense of fun,
‘edginess,’ and ‘cool’ for young people.” 
What’s in it for the Organizations?
In building the case for “youth as assets” for and in community and civic
organizations, Do Something’s Community Connections Campaign evaluated the self-
interests of more than 250 organizations. This research suggests that young people are
and will be critical in helping organizations achieve their long-term goals. The study
found that young people: 
• Re-energize organizations’ public image;
• Represent a key constituency in the community;
• Add to membership, volunteers, and audiences;
• Bring and implement new ideas while offering unique and important perspectives;
• Bring special skills and interests;
• Recruit other young people;
• Persuade and inspire audiences, young and old, to become involved; and 
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“Young Social Entrepreneurs” 
are Emerging as Dynamic New Leaders
The Weaving Project interviews revealed that dynamic new leaders for social change
speak, not from a traditional, “serving” mentality, but in the powerful language of
social entrepreneurship. In her interview, Samantha Stainburn, former editor of Who
Cares Magazine, described her readers as young leaders of not-for-profit organizations
who have passion and vision, but who often work with the sense that they are “the
only ones out there that are doing this.” The magazine sought to break down that
isolation as it shared new management ideas and skills for an emerging “learning
community” of social entrepreneurs.
Entrepreneurial skills, once associated only with the business sector, are now
emerging as vital to “leaping over the obstacles standing in the way of achieving
positive social change,” according to Stanford Business School Professor J. Gregory
Dees. Social entrepreneurs find new ways of doing things; and are resourceful,
creative, and persistent in putting new methods into place. They play the role of
change agents in the social sector by:
• Relentlessly pursuing opportunities to create and sustain social value;
• Applying innovative approaches in their work and their funding;
• Acting boldly without being constrained by the resources in hand; and 
• Exhibiting a heightened sense of accountability to the various constituencies
(communities and investors) that serve, and the outcomes they create.
Lisa Sullivan, president of Listen, Inc., defines herself as a social entrepreneur, a new
“professional of social change.” She envisions a management structure for the brand-
new organization that includes “willingness to take risks, to articulate a program, to
think through outcomes, attract new investors, and deliver on promises.” Listen, Inc.
aims to be results-driven and not to be so indebted to public dollars, or a particular
funding stream, that it is vulnerable to changing agendas or the drying up of funds. 
In addition to engaging young people in community building in Washington, D.C.
neighborhoods, Listen, Inc. aspires to become a bridge between national and local
organizations.
The Barriers to Telling the Stories and Learning from Others
Webb’s statement reveals the day-to-day reality of program leaders who are
passionate about helping young people become fully engaged in community and civic
life. The interviews showed that, without question, stories are in the
making, but the people – adults and youth – who are creating them
are hard-pressed to get them out. Similarly, leaders spoke of their
keen interest in learning from others, but shared the practical
constraints of insufficient funding, time, and access to networks and
other sharing/learning opportunities.
In the interviews, participants were asked how they were telling
their stories, and to whom; and how they would like to be telling their
stories, and what, specifically, stands in their way. Their responses
revealed a complex set of challenges and constraints brought on, in























“A lot of the best work happens 
off the radar screen. We are all so
busy doing the work... doing good
work...we aren’t doing the
organizational promotion or 





How Stories Are Told 
Respondents reported using a diverse mix of vehicles:  
• Print materials (program brochures, flyers, information sheets, newsletters, how-to
manuals)
• Word of mouth
• Local radio, local television, public access cable
• Newspapers (local, city, and regional)
• Conferences (local, regional, national)
• Speaking engagements, both in outreach to various audiences and in response to
invitations
• Periodic and annual reports to funders and stakeholders
• Outreach to schools and community partners
• Youth-created/produced media (newspapers, “zines,” radio/TV productions
created by young people, video letters)
• Web site and links
• E-mail and listservs
• Video (documentaries on issues, program information, training materials)
• Cultural and artistic performances (theater, spoken word, visual arts, photographic
essays, video)
• PSAs on regional media, MTV spots, movie theater placements
• Gatherings for training and technical assistance
• Peer exchange programs
Caught in this time of rapid change, organizations must contend with communication
expectations that are additive. Print materials are still necessary, but they are not
sufficient in a world that has a growing appetite for information served up fast and
fresh electronically.
Most respondents have Web sites up and running or in the making. Participants’
appreciation for electronic media was tempered with recognition that good use of the
technology demands an investment in high-quality equipment and ongoing staff time.
Program leaders are eager to give youth substantial roles in design, installation, and
maintenance of Web sites and other electronic media. And they realize that messages
must be tailored for various audiences. 
The Most Pressing Communication Needs
Time after time, program leaders shared the positive impact of young people telling
their own stories and the potential for “unleashing” the creativity of even more young
people. Wendy Lesko of Activism 2000 concludes that, “there is no ‘ordinary’ citizen
involvement visible in communities today.” So when young people step up and speak
out, media and public attention are riveted on what they have to say.
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Consequently, leaders need access to more resources – funding and technical
assistance – to produce youth-created press, video, street theater, public art, music,
and other stories.
Furthermore, respondents say their need for face-to-face networking has never been
greater. Large-scale conferences still serve a valuable function, especially if the
conference theme and structure are designed in conversation with the field and
recognize both youth and adult contributions. But smaller scale gatherings and one-
on-one program exchanges are coveted opportunities felt to produce greater learning,
more access to information “in real time,” and stronger networks.
Only three years old, the Arsalyn Foundation, an operational foundation in
California, is providing these connections and resources. Its conferences, technical
assistance gatherings, and peer exchange programs promote cross-pollination of
ideas, based on the belief that practitioners can be each other’s best resources. 
The Arsalyn “Peer Exchange” program connects pairs of programs that come to the
foundation to learn from each other. The programs receive financial support to cover
travel and lodging costs for the visits. Young people are involved in every aspect of
the Peer Exchange, from planning to evaluation. 
To encourage the sharing of methodologies and communication, the Arsalyn
Foundation produced The Resource Book in 1997. It contains information on 117
organizations, including a thumbnail summary of programs, their projects,
publications, region served, type (usually involvement in community, involvement in
democratic process, or both), age constituency, programs supported, methods used,
and orientation (i.e., non-partisan).
Given the burgeoning activity in this sector, this database – updated, expanded, and
put on-line – would be a powerful vehicle for advancing networking among youth
programs working on community and civic agendas.  
The Value of Clearinghouses
In the project interviews, leaders supported the concept of regional or interest-specific
information clearinghouses and raised the possibility of member organizations in
which a number of programs could join forces in this enterprise. Such a clearinghouse
could: 
• Efficiently create and broadcast positive messages (via PSAs, print campaigns, and
billboards) to and about youth that invite them to find avenues for action in
community and civic life. Even if youth don’t pick up the phone and get involved,
the messages would help build the public’s  perception of youth as resources and
citizens. 
• Systematically collect and update information on opportunities for youth to serve in
the community, as well as services for youth in the community.
• Collect and maintain information on member organizations that could be
inexpensively disseminated through shared staff and resources. 
• Collect, interpret, and distribute research, best practices, and success stories to
members, practitioners, funders, and the public at large.
• Convene member organizations to nurture learning and problem solving.
Finally, several leaders took note of the important role that foundations themselves
play in telling the stories of grantees and convening grantees across projects to
exchange stories, share lessons, and seek solutions to common problems.
The Challenge to Stay Afloat in Changing Times
The struggle for resources “to stay afloat” was mentioned in almost all of the
interviews. Leaders find the search for financial support a “relentless struggle” that
exacts a toll on them, their staffs, their organizations, and the young people they
serve. Several themes emerged:
Lack of funding for workers, poor compensation, and low prestige result in chronic
staff shortages. Organizational leaders characterized themselves and their workers as
leading unbalanced lives, “working themselves to death.” High staff turnover rates
are evident in some programs. Seasoned veterans shared concerns that the field of
youth development offers too few tangible rewards to recruit and retain talented,
dedicated youth workers. Furthermore, youth workers need high quality
professional-development opportunities. 
Lack of funding results in missed opportunities to use technology to “tell their
stories.” Some, but not all, of the programs profiled had created Web sites. While
respondents spoke of Web sites and video technology as opening windows for more
and better communication, they recognize that this new technology must be
supported with training and ongoing staff time.
Limited funding results in missed opportunities to learn from others. Typically, core
funding does not extend to programs with “discretionary” resources to participate in
national or regional conferences; to access training and technical assistance
opportunities for youth and staff; or to visit other programs. Leaders strongly
recommended that special grant funds be made available and broadly advertised so
that more participants and more programs can benefit from these critical development
activities. 
Short grant cycles and expectations for measurable outcomes contribute to
pressures. Increasingly, programs are funded in short cycles – one- or two-year cycles
versus three- to five-year cycles. This trend is hitting organizations at the same time as
are increased demands to show measurable outcomes for young people and their
communities. Leaders spoke of the convergence of these trends making them feel
“caught between a rock and a hard place” and of their frustrations with the amount of
time they spend pursuing funds and conducting grant start-up and closedown
activities.
Organizations want opportunities to link with “new wealth” funding sources.
Leaders are seeing encouraging signs that the for-profit sector, particularly high-tech
businesses and celebrity enterprises, is creating enormous wealth that is not yet
tapped for philanthropy. They want to know how to connect with the individuals and
foundations holding this new wealth. They want to be proactive in educating these
potential funders and to build their case, not in terms of “charity,” but as sound























Organizations want to create their own resources through entrepreneurial efforts.
Increasingly, organizations are striving to produce income. Some, especially those
headed by youthful leaders, are forging hybrid for-profit/not-for-profit organizations
that provide incubation and venture capital for youth/adult entrepreneurial ventures.
These hold potential for providing some economic support for the organization while
providing valuable entrepreneurial experience and income for community members. 
Intermediary support organizations are vital to accomplishing the important work
“on the ground.” Programs learn from and rely on intermediaries for the growth and
development of their organizations. Leaders also spoke about the role that
intermediaries play in creating connections and building and maintaining networks.
When intermediary services are fully funded by foundations, programs are able to
take full advantage of them; when there are significant fees for services, programs
cannot.
Funders and other investors need encouragement to fund youth engagement
strategies that empower youth as community organizers, advocates, and change
makers. Programs engaging youth as activists reported particular difficulty in
securing foundation support. Interviews revealed new foundation affinity groups
(such as Grantmakers for Children, Youth and Families, and The Neighborhood
Funders Group) and collaboratives (such as the youth organizing funding venture
under consideration by the Fund for Jewish Justice, The Surdna Foundation, and the
Ms. Foundation). 
A New Role for Philanthropy
The leaders interviewed made clear recommendations for powerful ways that funders
could advance their organizations’ work: 
1. Provide sustainable funding – more funding, longer funding cycles, and new
connections with diverse funding sources. For example:
• Act upon today’s unique opportunities to take a mentoring role with the “new
philanthropists.” The recent economy has created enormous profits for some of America’s
young entrepreneurs. Many have embraced philanthropy, but they’re looking for business
partners, not “causes.” They’re willing to invest money, but expect results that are tangible
and measurable. Established philanthropy can act as an intermediary between them and the
many organizations, programs, projects, and causes that are worthy of their support and
ready for their partnership.
• Initiate and mediate face-to-face contacts between potential investors and resource seekers.
Intensify support for the development of high quality program description materials,
accentuating the creativity of youth in creating and broadcasting messages about their work.
2. Provide technical and financial support for “telling their stories” to targeted
audiences with more creative messages and broader means of distribution. For
example:
• Fund a feasibility study for a functional equivalent of the National Endowment for the Arts,
























works of art that express ideas and reflect accomplishments in democracy, community
building, social justice, and youth as resources.
• Build both expectations of, and resources for, grantees that will build their capacity to use
technology to achieve more and better outcomes for young people and communities. Through
one or more intermediaries, offer “across the digital divide” seed grants or matching funds to
community foundations that partner with local nonprofits and/or schools to create
technological learning communities. Engage talented youth as trainers and consultants.
3. Facilitate access to more gatherings, peer exchange programs, and conferences,
especially those with opportunities for adult youth workers and young people to meet
to express their concerns, learn from one another, and exchange ideas. Convene like-
minded initiatives within communities. For example: 
• Encourage foundation underwriting of well-designed summer 2000 youth gatherings, such
as the Arsalyn Foundation’s event in Denver and the National Youth Summit in Orlando,
both in July 2000. 
• Collaborate with the Arsalyn Foundation and others to expand the “Peer Exchange Travel”
program, to enable up to 100 teams of youth and youth workers to systematically construct
peer-program learning projects by hosting site visits and implementing lessons learned.
4. Support training and development materials and resources for adult and youth
participants that address their rapidly changing roles.
5. Fund technical assistance to support management of programs, especially in times
of rapid growth and redirection, with special consideration to helping programs
design evaluation processes to measure outcomes.
6. Fund the development of topical and/or regional information clearinghouses to
amass and disseminate information rapidly and efficiently, so that programs need not
“recreate the wheel.”
7. Enable intermediary organizations to award small grants to grassroots groups with
little or no experience in grant writing in order to help launch worthwhile
organizations in isolated places. Back up the grants with technical assistance,
flexibility, and encouragement for new start-ups. For example:
• Through intermediary organizations, provide young, youth-driven programs with additional
learning resources and technical coaching over a three- to five-year period. Topics identified
as necessary for stabilizing and strengthening organizational infrastructure include:
• Crafting diverse strategies for securing sustained funding.
• Embedding the spirit and practices of social entrepreneurship in not-for-profit
organizations.
• Recruiting, training, and retaining staff, with particular emphasis on youthful staff (in
their 20s and 30s) who are residents of the neighborhoods being served.
• Engaging and retaining youth members and participants.




• Working proactively with the media to generate a positive, sustained voice and visual
messages.
• Supporting achievement of technological competency within and across organizations,
including creating of Web sites, e-mail, listservs, Internet searches, and graphics
capacities.
• Designing programs around outcomes for youth development and for civic and/or
community development, creating outcome-driven evaluation mechanisms to provide
ongoing course alignment as well as summative data.
A Final Word
Supporting youth in challenging roles – as civic activists and community organizers,
as journalists, as philanthropists, as creators of art, culture and enterprise, as teachers
and trainers – calls for resources and the development of new skills and attitudes by
young people and by the adults in their world. The insights from the Weaving Project,
and the strategies it suggests, can advance this work in powerful ways.
The work is rigorous, but the rewards are many, for the participants, the
organizations, and the communities they serve. The time has never been better for
philanthropy to pull together and consider its potential to help shape the future of our
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Appendix I:
The Weaving Project Participants
Youth, Civic and Community Development Organizations
The following additional information about these organizations is available
at the W.K. Kellogg Foundation Web site at www.wkkf.org.
• Primary mission
• Constituencies/age group and region served
• Youth development focus
• Civic development focus
• Community development focus
• How they “tell their story”
• Identified needs to move to the next level
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